We show that the minimum output entropy for all single-mode Gaussian channels is additive and is attained for Gaussian inputs. This allows the derivation of the channel capacity for a number of Gaussian channels, including that of the channel with linear loss, thermal noise, and linear amplification.
The capacity of the continuous classical communication channel with Gaussian noise and linear loss and amplification was established more than half a century ago [1] . The quantum analog of the continuous channel is the bosonic channel, where information is transmitted using bosonic particles such as photons or phonons. The bosonic quantum channel with Gaussian noise and linear loss and amplification is a ubiquitous component of modern communication technology [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Recently, the capacity of this channel with thermal noise and linear loss was established [7] . The key point of the proof was the calculation the minimum output entropy for this channel. Here, we extend these minimum entropy results to general single-mode Gaussian channels [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Such channels can be represented either by arrays of beam splitters and amplifiers that mix in thermal noise, preceded and followed by squeezing and phase conjugation, or as limiting cases of such channels [10] [11] [12] . We show that the minimum output entropy such channels is attained for Gaussian inputs. In addition, in contrast to general quantum channels [13] , the minimum output entropy is additive over multiple uses of the channel. The result is used to establish channel capacity for a variety of Gaussian channels.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we review the normal form of Gaussian channels. Then we prove a general theorem on thermal maps -maps that take thermal states to thermal states and that possess a linear input-output energy relation. We use this theorem to show that Gaussian channels are additive and attain their minimum output entropy for Gaussian inputs.
Gaussian maps
Any Gaussian process can be constructed from a beam splitter and/or amplifier that mixes the input with a thermal state, preceded and followed by linear squeezing, possibly with phase conjugation at the output, or as a limiting case of such a map [10] [11] [12] . The conventional classification of such maps is the Holevo classification [11] [12] : modulo squeezing, a map is characterized by two 2 × 2 matrices K and α. When both these matrices have full rank, then the map can be constructed exactly from a beam-splitter/amplifier array, using either the non-phase-conjugating output (classes A 1 , C) or the phase-conjugating output (class D), or by adding thermal noise (class B 2 ). In addition, there are two 'pathological' cases: the class A 2 corresponds to the rank of K equal to 1, and the class B 1 corresponds to the rank of α equal to 1. Our theorem applies directly to the non-pathological, non-phaseconjugating cases, showing that Gaussian inputs give the minimum output entropy. The result can be extended to non-pathological, phase-conjugating channels by exploiting the fact that such channels can always be constructed from a non-phase-conjugating channel followed by a single act of phase conjugation at the output. Since phase conjugation leaves entropy unchanged, Gaussian inputs minimize the output entropy of phase-conjugating channels, as well.
To apply our theorem to the pathological channels A 2 and B 1 , we add a small term of size ǫ to the zero part of the K or α matrix to construct a channel with full-rank matrix to which our theorem applies: the minimum output entropy for the new channel occurs for Gaussian inputs. As ǫ → 0, this channel approaches one of the pathological channels, and the Gaussian input state that gives the maximum output entropy is anti-squeezed by a factor 1/ǫ in some direction. In the limit that ǫ = 0, the minimum output entropy is obtained for an infinitely squeezed state.
Thermal maps
Our result is a special case of a more general theorem. We show that if a quantum process takes thermal input states to thermal output states, and if the output energy is a linear function of the input energy, then the process attains its minimum output entropy for thermal inputs.
Consider a continuous time quantum process M t that takes an input state ρ to an output state ρ t = M t (ρ). We restrict our attention to the case where M t is the integral of a Lindbladian master equation. (Not all continuous time quantum processes have this feature [14] .) Suppose that the process takes input thermal states to output thermal states.
That is, there exists an Hermitian operator H such that a thermal input ρ T = N e −βH , N −1 = tre −βH , yields a thermal output for any value of the input inverse temperature β:
where β t (β) is the output inverse temperature. In addition, at each time t there is a linear relationship between the input and output energies : i.e. trHM t (ρ) = A t trHρ + B t , for scalar quantities A t , B t , A t ≥ 0. Finally, we assume that the outputs of the map are full rank: the map always adds at least a small bit of noise (we relax this assumption below).
We call such maps, thermal maps. For example, a Gaussian process that mixes the input state ρ with thermal states via beam-splitters and linear amplifiers is a thermal map [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Look at input states ρ with fixed input entropy S 0 = − trρ ln ρ. The output entropy at time t is S t = − trρ t ln ρ t . We then have the following
Theorem: Thermal inputs give the minimum output entropy for thermal maps.
Proof: Our method is to minimize output entropy at time t subject to constraints on the input entropy. We define an appropriate Lagrangian whose stationary points correspond to potential local minima of the output entropy [15] . We show that inputs on the boundary of the set of density matrices yield local maxima of entropy increase: accordingly, any minimum is a stationary point of the Lagrangian. The Lagrange equations that we obtain have many potential solutions: in the case of Gaussian thermal maps, for example, displacing the input in quadrature space yields the same output entropy. We need to show that, of these solutions, thermal inputs yield the global minimum output entropy. To pick out thermal states as the global minimum, we search within each local minimum for the input state that minimizes output energy, as well as output entropy. The unique such states turn out to be are thermal.
Let's find conditions for giving a local minimum of output entropy. Fix the output time t and define the Lagrangian
The Lagrange multipliers enforce normalization constraints (α), input entropy constraints (λ), and the dynamical constraint (the Hermitian matrix of Lagrange multiplers Λ t ).
For finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, the Lagrangian Σ t and its first derivative are
continuous in the open interior of the set of density matrices. The gradients of the constraints are non-vanishing. Accordingly, any extremum of output entropy at time t either corresponds to a stationary point of the Lagrangian or lies on the boundary of the set of density matrices. For infinite-dimensional systems, such as quantum optical systems, as long as we restrict our attention to states with bounded energy, we can perform all calculations in a Hilbert space truncated to a finite dimension N , then take the limit as N → ∞. Infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces will be discussed further below.
The inputs that give a minimum of output entropy either occur on the boundary or at stationary points of the Lagrangian. Let's find those stationary points. The condition for an extremum of S t is that δΣ t = 0, which implies that the following equations must hold:
Here,M t is the adjoint of
Expressed in terms of the adjoint map, our energy condition, trHρ t = A t trHρ + B t , is equivalent toM t (H) = A t H + B t .
There are potentially many possible solutions to equation (3) . For example, if M t represents thermalization of a mode of the electromagnetic field, then both thermal inputs and displaced thermal inputs solve equation (3) for appropriate choices of the Lagrange multipliers (i.e., Λ t = βa † a). In addition, there might be other minima, not connected to thermal inputs by displacements, which exhibit lower output entropy. We would like to rule out the existence of such alternative minima. Just as the thermal input minimizes energy among the set of displaced thermal states, so each set of minima with the same output entropy possesses at least one state which minimizes the output energy within that set. Let's find that state.
Let S t be the value of the output entropy for a particular state or set of states satisfying the conditions for minimizing the output entropy, equation (3) . To minimize output energy subject to the constraint that the output entropy takes on the output value S t , define a new Lagrangian
where we have added primes to the Lagrange multipliers to emphasize that they need not take on the same values as in equation (3) . Stationary points of L t obey the equations,
Any states ρ, ρ t that (a) give a local minimum of the output entropy and that (b), within a set of minima with the same output entropy, give a local minimum of the output energy, must simultaneously satisfy equations (3) and (5). (We don't have to worry about points on the boundary of the set of density matrices because our local minima already lie in the interior of this set.)
We now show that the only ρ, ρ t that satisfy both (3) and (5) are thermal states.
Equations (3) and (5) can be used to eliminate ρ t , Λ t , and Λ ′ t , leaving only an equation for ρ:λ The thermal state is accordingly the only point in the interior of the set of density matrices that could correspond to a minimum of output entropy (and that minimizes energy within a minimum manifold). As we'll now see, points on the boundary give maxima for entropy increase. Consequently, the thermal input gives the global minimum output entropy.
Inputs on the boundary maximize entropy increase
Thermal inputs give the unique local minimum of output entropy that also minimizes output energy. To show that this is the global minimum of output entropy, we need only show that the minimum output entropy does not occur for input density matrices on the boundary of the set of inputs.
The boundary consists of density matrices with at least one zero eigenvalue. Over a small time, ∆t, the change in entropy is
But since, by assumption, the output of the map is full rank, ρ t+∆t has some overlap with the subspace H ⊥ ρ t orthogonal to H ρ t . But because the eigenvalues of ρ t are all zero in this orthogonal subspace, the change of entropy, equation (7) is positive and divergent: the rate of entropy increase at the boundary it is a maximum rather than a minimum. As shown above, thermal inputs give the unique local minimum of output entropy: that is, they minimize entropy increase or, if entropy is decreasing, maximize entropy decrease.
Since for all non-zero input entropies, thermal states minimize the output entropy at each time t, the path that starts and ends at a thermal state gives the minimum output entropy.
We have to be careful about the limit where the input entropy goes to zero, i.e., pure state inputs. The instantaneous rate of entropy increase diverges for all such inputs. It is straightforward to show, however (see the detailed proof in [7] ), that if we start at a pure state at time t = 0 and look at the entropy increase ∆S at time ∆t, then ∆S → 0 in the limit that ∆t → 0. That is, we can smoothly take the limit that S 0 → 0, yielding the zero-temperature thermal state, i.e., the ground state, as the input that gives the minimum output entropy.
To prove our theorem, we assumed that the process always adds at least a small amount of thermal noise. To investigate processes that do not add thermal noise, such as a beam splitter that mixes in the vacuum, we take the limit that the temperatures of the thermal 'mixing' inputs to the beam-splitter/amplifier array go to zero. Because the output entropy is a continuous function of the mixing input states of the array, this limit is well-defined, and the output entropy for thermal inputs remains less than or equal to the output entropy for all other inputs as the temperature of the mixing inputs goes to zero. Accordingly, our theorem also applies to arrays that mix in the vacuum.
Infinite-dimensional systems
As long as the input and and output energies are bounded, then we can approximate the behavior of our system as well as desired by operating in a truncated Hilbert space spanned by energy eigenstates with energy less than E for some cut-off energy E that is much higher than any energy scale for the states under consideration. We set up our problem in the truncated space, and vary the Lagrangian to obtain equations for a stationary point. These equations are identical to the equations (3,5) above, except they are for truncated Hamiltonians. At this point, we can remove the truncation by taking the limit E → ∞ and solve the equations to obtain a unique thermal solution for minimizing the output entropy (see reference [7] for additional details of taking this limit). This technique allows us to apply the thermal minimum entropy theorem to collections of quantized oscillators.
Additivity
In general, minimum output entropy is not additive [13] , but our theorem shows that it is indeed additive for thermal processes. In the derivation above, we simply take ρ to be the state of n different modes, and the Hamiltonian H to be the sum of the Hamiltonians for the individual modes. The quantum process M t (ρ) acts independently on each of the modes. Following the steps of the theorem through, we find that the state that gives the minimum output entropy is a thermal state for the modes taken together. This state is not entangled. Accordingly, minimum output entropy is additive for thermal processes.
Channel capacities
Our theorem confirms that the capacity of a bosonic channel with linear loss and Gaussian noise is attained by sending coherent states down the channel. In addition, it extends this result to channels with linear loss, Gaussian noise, and linear amplification.
The result is straightforward and follows directly from the discussion in [4] [5] [6] [7] . If one puts a constraint on the average input energy of the signals, a thermal ensemble of coherent states maximizes the entropy of the average input state. But coherent states also minimize the output entropy. As a result, they maximize the Holevo quantity for such channels.
Moreover, since the minimum output entropy is additive, the Holevo quantity is also additive.
The situation for Guassian channels with squeezing is more complicated. Here, squeezed coherent states also minimize output entropy, but because of the extra energy involved in squeezing, ensembles of such states no longer automatically maximize the entropy of the input ensemble for fixed energy. Indeed, we no longer know whether or not the optimal ensemble of input states for such a channel is Gaussian. In general, a numerical optimization of the degree of squeezing will be required to strike the proper balance between minimizing output entropy and maximizing the entropy of the input ensemble subject to the energy constraint.
Conclusion
Processes take thermal states to thermal states and that have a linear relationship between input and output energies attain their minimum output entropies for thermal inputs. Examples of thermal processes include arrays of beam splitters and linear amplifiers that mix in thermal states with the input state. Since every Gaussian channel can be described by such an array (or as a limiting case of such an array) with squeezing and phase conjugation applied before and after, such channels attain their minimum output entropy for Gaussian inputs. Since thermal inputs are unentangled, the minimum output entropy for such channels is additive. This result allows the establishment of channel capacity for a number of Gaussian channels. Because of the relationship between minimum output entropy, channel capacity, and entanglement of formation [16] , these results may have application for calculating entanglement of formation for Gaussian states.
